
Best Pumpkin Customer Service

The product is as good as advertised. The product is not the
only story behind how amazing was this experience. I lost the
manual after it arrived, I got in contact with the company and
they sent an e-replacement manual right away. After I broke
the faceplate that serves as a trim to the radio. I contacted
them again to see if I could buy another faceplate and they
sent one free of charge. Not only the product is amazing, but
their customer service is superb. I have them as my go to
vendor for other things.
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Perfect  for  my  Honda  Civic
2007
I bought a Pumpkin 2 Din 7 inch Android car radio several
weeks ago.It is perfect for my Honda Civic 2007.
The sound quality isn’t the best I’ve heard, but still very
good. The touch screen is instantaneous, and I love that you
can  download  apps  to  it.  The  wifi  and  GPS  have  worked
flawlessly so far. I’ve used both my home wifi in the driveway
and my phone as a mobile hotspot. The video quality isn’t as
sharp as my phone but far exceeded my expectations. I’ve made
several Bluetooth calls and asked the person on the other end
how it sounded, and they couldn’t tell I was on Bluetooth. I
ordered the pumpkin backup cam which also works awesome, but
the wiring instructions were garbage. My only issue so far is
that I seem to have to connect the BluPetooth every time I get
in. There is an automatic connect function, but it doesn’t
seem to quite work. It’s quick and easy to do from the head
unit, so not that big of a deal. I may just not have figured
it out yet. Very happy with my purchase and highly recommend!
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Pumpkin  AA0448B  12.8"  Tesla
Style  PX6  Universal  Car
Stereo  with  180  Degrees
Adjustable Screen
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A piece of exciting good news: Pumpkin’s first Tesla Style
Universal Car Stereo is available to order now. You must be
expecting for a long time. 12.8 inches 180 degrees adjustable
digital screen designed, the UI display interface can support
the landscape and portrait display effects. The 12.8 inches
1920 * 1080 full HD screen, which supports playback of 4K /
1080P video and offers a better watching experience. Built-in
DSP sound processing 16 end EQ adjustment, supports subwoofer
output, and can be adjusted separately.

Features:
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OS: Android 9.0
CPU: SIX-core CPU Processor
RAM: DDR3 4GB
Nand Memory: 32GB
Screen Size: 12.8-Inch Digital Screen
Resolution: 1920*1080
Bluetooth: 5.0 version
Type: Double Din
EQ
GPS
Radio
USB
WIFI/3G internet
Steering Wheel Remote Control
DAB+ Digital Radio(Extra device required)
OBD2 (Extra device required)
Cam-In (Extra device required)

See  more  information  about  Pumpkin  AA0448B  12.8”  PX6  car
stereo with 180 degrees adjustable screen.
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